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It is most unfair that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
granted approval to build the Diablo Bower Plant on the basis of
compliance of certain conditions then after Pacific Gas & Electric
Company compied with these conditions and added ones, your commission
defaulted on its part of the bargain and refuses to allow P.G.&E. to
operate the plant even though billions of dollars have been spent in
good faith plus millions spent to satisfy added earthquake conditibns
plus other additions. This plant should be allowed to operate without
delay. Millions oQ dollars are being spent each month for interest and
upkeep but none of this can be recovered until the plant is operationalit could bankrupt P.G.&E. if Diablo is never a11owed to operate.

A large number of stockholders like myself are retured
people dependent on this investment. One fifth of our capital is in
P.G.&E. & S.C. Edison stock (Mostly in P.G.&E.)

As a further consideration (even though we own no stock),
I feel that the undamaged parts of three mile island ahould be allo~red
to operate. The three mile Island Plant was discriminated agains0
when other plants built exactly like Three Mile Plant are operated
with small alterations but the Three Mile Plant was not given the same
opportunity to operate their undamaged reactors..It looks unlikely
that government financial assistance for clean up will be forthcoming
under the present governmant cost cutting program, but the company
might be able to do it themselves if you would permait the undamaged
reactors to operate.I strongly feel that. once permission to build a nuclear
plant is granted on the basis of compliance with certain conditions,
permission to generate power should be automatic if all these condition
are met. It is cheating to change a contract once it is entered into.
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Kenneth C. Beeman

Retired Federal Power Commission Electrical Supervisory Eng.
8545'armel Valley Rd.
Carmel, CA 93923
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